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Phishing is an attempt to criminally and fraudulently acquire
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sensitive information, such as usernames, passwords and credit card

knowledge and post-sales

details, by masquerading as a trustworthy entity in an electronic

support.

communication. PayPal, eBay and online banks are common targets.
Phishing is typically carried out by email or instant messaging and
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often directs users to enter details at a website, although phone
contact has also been used.

difference.

The volume and severity of phishing scams is rocketing as cyberWe pledge to do

criminals become ever more cunning and sophisticated.

everything possible to

The online scams attempt to trick unwary surfers into divulging

assist you in your

sensitive and confidential information to bogus websites designed to
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appear as bona fide businesses such as internet banking sites.
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These fraudsters have in recent months begun to refine their attack
methodologies with the use of automated hacking tools such as
botnets that can vastly increase the potency of their campaigns.
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We still sell XP PRO machines
At Software To Go, all
PC and Notebook Sales

Software To Go’s machines are designed for business performance

are designed for your

demands. With competitive prices and nice touches such as two USB

individual needs.

ports on the front panel and six on the back, a fast 48X CD-RW and
16X DVD-ROM combo drive, Core 2 Duo processor and XP PRO,

As always, setup and

these computers have more potential for expansion than seen with

configuration are

lower end consumer level systems. Our business class Microtowers

included so all you
have to do is plug it in

are a great system taking care of your technology needs so you can
take care of business.

and start working!
Starting at $599, you will get the biggest bang for your buck at
Software To Go! Give us a call and move your business forward!

Did you know?

Myspace and a few other websites are playing host to a banner
advertisement for DeckOutYourDeck, which apparently loads a
Trojan Horse program onto user systems. Millions of visitors to
Myspace and other websites have been infected with this spyware
said Reston, Va., company iDefense.

iDefense is an Internet security company which is owned by
Verisign. iDefense said that the spyware infects unpatched versions
of Windows by using a security flaw in Microsoft Internet Explorer.
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One day after Symantec Corp. researchers discovered software that
attacked a critical unpatched vulnerability in RealNetworks Inc.'s
media player, RealNetworks says that a fix for the issue is imminent.
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"Real has created a patch for RealPlayer 10.5 and RealPlayer 11 that
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addresses the vulnerability identified by Symantec," wrote
RealNetworks General Manager of Product Development Russ Ryan,
in a Friday blog posting. "Real will make this patch available to users
via this blog and our security update page."
Users of RealOne Player, RealOne Player v2, and RealPlayer 10
should upgrade to the 10.5 version of the product or the RealPlayer
11 beta code and should install the patch, Ryan said.

"The exploit itself is embedded in advertisements that were being
served by 247realmedia," Symantec said in a note on its DeepSight
threat management system. "The redirection to the exploit page...
was accomplished through an iFrame embedded in each
advertisement."

iFrame is an HTML command that allows developers to insert a
second Web page into the page being viewed. It is often used by
malware creators because these iFrame pages can be as small as 1
pixel, making them almost invisible to the naked eye.
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